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ALBANY -- WAMC has launched an online video stream of its programming -- and 
might just be the nation's first radio station to have done so. 

The move by the Albany-based public radio network might seem baffling at first. Radio 
and video, after all, have traditionally operated at different ends of the media 
spectrum. But such divisions are breaking down as media outlets look for new ways to 
survive and thrive in the Internet age.  

"Every choice we can give to the public radio consumer is to the good," Alan Chartock, 
chief executive and president of WAMC, said Tuesday. "We think it offers tremendous 
opportunities for the station."  

WAMC launched the stream on its Web site -- wamc.org -- late last week and is vowing 
to offer an online video stream for every program it produces. (The station can't make 
the same promise for syndicated shows it carries, such as Car Talk or Fresh Air.)  

The stream available Tuesday showed the station's ongoing pledge drive. Not 
everybody would find it dramatic viewing.  

But such talking-head programming has certainly worked for cable news networks. And 
Chartock and others at WAMC say the station also will stream telegenic events it 
sponsors, such as political debates, lectures and concerts.  

"Not everybody is going to watch this," Chartock said. "But we think some will. And 
some will find it worthwhile."  

Video and radio have begun to mingle in recent years, with hosts such as Howard Stern 
and Don Imus offering video simulcasts of their programs.  

WAMC, in fact, has been simulcasting The Roundtable, a morning program, on a station 
provided by Time Warner Cable. But Time Warner decided that it will soon discontinue 
the simulcast, a move that helped push WAMC toward video streaming.  

"That's why we got interested in doing this," Chartock said. "Necessity is the mother of 
invention."  

WAMC could find no other public radio station that offers a video simulcast of all its 
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programming.  

But Mark Ramsey, an industry analyst, said a growing number of commercial radio 
stations are complimenting their audio offerings with video.  

"Radio stations are realizing they're in the media business and not just the radio 
business," said Ramsey, president of Mark Ramsey Media, a consulting firm. "And 
pictures are part of media."  

Indeed, WAMC's move is an example of what some call convergence -- the recent 
trend among media outlets to expand into services they once left alone. Many 
newspapers, for example, offer online video, while many television stations offer online 
written narratives.  

Paul Conti, professor of journalism at The College of Saint Rose, said such decisions are 
wise, even if it's difficult to know whether they'll pay off.  

Consumers, he said, increasingly expect their media outlets to make their product 
available in different formats and at all hours.  

For that reason, Conti said, any change "that allows (a media outlet) to expand into 
multiple distribution methods is a good idea."  

Chris Churchill can be reached at 454-5442 or cchurchill@timesunion.com.  
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